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Challenges

➢ King Saud University (KSU) aspires to play a major role in achieving Saudi Vision 2030 by building competitive competencies. KSU vision is “to be a world class university and a leader in building the knowledge society”

➢ The demands on educational and research institutes such as ours, expect us to broaden our horizons and attract knowledge and expertise from the global market.

➢ The state of the current global market is very performance driven, with competition amongst the elite very fierce.
Towards Excellence

Significant improvements of University Infrastructure, Research facilities and lab.

Establishment of state of arts Research Centres, Institutions and Research Chairs etc.
Publications Quality and Local, Regional and International Collaborations

Increasing high quality publications

KSU has a wide range of local, regional and international collaborations in multidisciplinary subjects.
KSU is stepping up for the community and world demands for Scientific Research in COVID-19

KSU is Leading Saudi Institutions and Arabic Institutions on the number of Research Papers in COVID-19
WHO cites KSU COVID-19 Research

KSU research Papers on COVID-19 in SCIENCE Journal
Vaccination centers at KSU welcome the citizens and residents of the community.
IREG Membership

King Saud University is IREG Member since 2013

KSU supports Berlin Principles as it pave proper way for relationships between Rankers, Institutions and beneficiaries.

IREG Conference is a great platform to meet and exchange information's on criterion that deemed by various rankers and specialists to be in a way or other the indicators for good performance and excellence.
KSU World university status
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